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A CANCELLATION CRITERION

FOR FINITE-RANK TORSION-FREE ABELIAN GROUPS

Abstract. In this paper, a necessary ring-theoretical criterion is given for a

finite-rank torsion-free abelian group to have the cancellation property. This gener-

alizes results obtained by L. Fuchs and F. Loonstra [5] for the rank-one case and

resolves the cancellation problem for strongly indecomposable groups.

Introduction. An abelian group G has the cancellation property if for any two

abelian groups H and K,G®H=G®K implies that H = K. Examples for the

failure of cancellation are abundant, even among torsion-free abelian groups of

finite rank; B. Jonsson [6, 7]. On the other hand, the cancellation property does hold

for finitely generated abelian groups (E. A. Walker [8]), and the torsion-free

rank-one groups that satisfy cancellation have been completely determined by L.

Fuchs and F. Loonstra [5].

In this note, and in a subsequent paper, these fragmentary results will be

systematized. Here we establish a necessary cancellation criterion for torsion-free

abelian groups of finite rank.

Theorem A. Let G be a torsion-free abelian group of finite rank satisfying the

cancellation property. Write G = B © C, where B is free and C contains no free

summand. Then for each n G Z\ {0}, every unit of E(C)/nE(C) lifts to a unit of

E(C).

The question arises of whether or not the above criterion is also sufficient. To this

end, the cancellation property will be studied in the context of two related notions,

substitution and stable range. An abelian group G has the substitution property if

for any abelian group A = G, © H = G2 © K and G, = G2 ç G, there exists a

G3 c A such that A = G3 © H = G3 © K. A ring R has 1 in the stable range if, for

any/i* £u/2> 82 e B with/,g, + f2g2 = 1, there exists anliefi such that/, 4- f2h

is a unit of R.

Clearly, substitution implies cancellation. The connection between substitution

and stable range properties, which holds in a more general setting, is given by R. B.
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Warfield [9]: An abelian group G has the substitution property if and only if 1 is in

the stable range of E(G), the endomorphism ring of G.

With these results, it is easy to settle the cancellation problem in the strongly

indecomposable case.

Theorem B. Let G be a strongly indecomposable torsion-free abelian group of finite

rank. Then the following are equivalent:

(1) G has the cancellation property.

(2) Either G = Z, or, for each n G Z \ {0}, every unit of E(G)/nE(G) lifts to a unit

ofE(G).
(3) Either G = Z, or 1 is in the stable range ofE(G).

(4) Either G = Z, or G has the substitution property.

Theorem B will be generalized substantially in a subsequent paper. In view of

Theorem A, this amounts to resolving a ring-theoretical problem: Let R be a ring

with finite-rank torsion-free additive group. Suppose that, for each n G Z\{0},

every unit of R/nR lifts to a unit of R. Does R have 1 in the stable range? In the

general case, more complicated techniques from ring theory and algebraic number

theory are required than for the proof of Theorem B.

Proof of the theorems. The terminology is as in L. Fuchs [2, 3] and D. M. Arnold

[1]. Unless otherwise specified, tensor products are taken with respect to Z. The set

of all primes of Z is denoted by ir. If p G tt, define

Z  = localization of Z with respect to p,

Z* = ring of p-adic integers,

K  = field of p-adic numbers.

For a torsion-free abelian group G of finite rank, set

Gp = Zp ® G,    Gp= p-adic completion of G.

Finally, if P is a subset of tt, write

P = v\P,

Z(P) = (p'k:p ef,telï),   a subgroup of Q,

G(P) = Z(P)®G.

The proof of Theorem A is based on a lemma established by L. Fuchs and F.

Loonstra [5] in deriving cancellation criteria for subgroups of Q.

Lemma 1. Let G be a torsion-free abelian group satisfying the cancellation property.

Assume that there exists a torsion-free abelian group A such that:

(\)E(A)=Z.

(2) For each n G Z \ {0}, there is an epimorphism ß: A —* G/nG.

(3) Hom(G, A) = Hom(^, G) = 0.

Then for each n G Z\ {0}, every unit of E(G)/nE(G) lifts to unit of E(G).
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Remark 1. In [4], L. Fuchs states this theorem without imposing any requirements

on E(G); but his proof refers to a lemma which is incorrect. A corrected version is

given by D. M. Arnold [1, p. 94, Lemma 8.10]. Although he only deals with the

finite-rank case, his arguments hold for arbitrary torsion-free groups, under the

convention that a unit is a two-sided unit.

Remark 2. If G is of finite rank and contains no free summands, then a group A,

complying with (1), (2), and Hom(G, A) = 0 exists by L. Fuchs [3, Example 5, p.

125] or D. M. Arnold [1, Example 2.7, p. 26]. These examples will be modified to

guarantee that Hom(^4, G) = 0.

Lemma 2. Let t G A, t > 2, and let P be a finite set of primes. For each p g P, let

a2(p),.. .,a,(p) be arbitrary units of Z*, algebraically independent over Q. Then there

is a torsion-free abelian group A, depending on these p-adic integers, which satisfies the

following properties:

(V) For each p g P, E(Ap) = Zp.

(\)E(A)=Z.

(2) For each e G N,

....      /(Z/p'Z)'-1     ifpéP,A/peA =

\(Z/fZ)' ifp^TT\P.

(3) If B is a subgroup of A with rank B < t — 1, then B is free.

Proof. Each a-(p) can be written as

CO

«,(/>) = L*j(p,e)p'.
e = 0

where each jy-(p, e) is an integer with 0 < Sj(p, e) < p. Set

Oj(p,e) = Sj(p,0) + Sj(p,\)p +  •■• + Sj(p,e - \)p

and define

F = Zzx® Zz2® •• • © Zzn

A = (zx,...,z,;z(p,e):p^P,e^N) ç QF,

e-\

where z(p, e) = p~e[zx + a2(p, e)z2 +   ■ ■ ■ + a,(p, e)zt].

(V) Imitate the proof of Example 5 in L. Fuchs [3, p. 125].

(1) Let <i> g E(A). For all p G P, the extension of <j> to an endomorphism of Ap

acts like multiplication by a number belonging to Zp. Hence <i> itself is a multiplica-

tion by some c g Z(P). Since Ap = Fp forp g P, it follows that c G Z(P) D Z(P)

= Z. Therefore, E(A) = Z.

(2) For p g P, we have A/peA = Ap/peAp = Fp/p'Tp = (Z/peZ)'. If p g P, the

group A /F is generated by the elements z(p, e) + F , e g A, with the relations

pz(p, e+\) + Fp = z(p,e) + Fp. Let T = A/F so that Tp = (A/F)p = Ap/Fp =

Z(pco) and T = ®pePZ(px). By a well-known theorem on p-ranks, D. M. Arnold

[1, Theorem 0.2, p. 3],

dim T[ p] + p-rank A = p-rank F + p-rank T;
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hence  1 + p-rank A = p-rank F and p-rank A = t - I.   Consequently A/peA =

(Z/peZ)'-1 for eachp g P, e G N.

(3) Without loss of generality, assume that B is pure in A. The map <£: B/B n F

-4 A/F, b + (B n F) -> b + F is an embedding with image (5 + F)/F Q A/F s

© Z(p°°). If 5/5 n F is finite, 5 s B n F is free. So it remains to exclude the

case that B/B n F is infinite. In this situation, 5/5 nf?(i+ F)/F would have

to be p-divisible by some p ^ P, since P is finite. This would imply that

(Bp + Fp)/Fp = Ap/Fp and Ap = 5, + Fp. Consequently, Ap/Bp = Fp/(Fp n B„)

would be free over the ring Z^; in particular the exact sequence

0 -* B» +Ap -» ^,/Ä, - 0

would split. This is impossible, since E(Ap) = Z by (I').

Lemma 3. Le/1 e. N, t ^ 2, and let P be a finite set of primes. For each p G P, let

R(p) be an arbitrary reducedp-local group with rank R(p) ^ t - \. Then there exist

p-adic integers a2(p),... ,at(p) such that the group A constructed in Lemma 2 satisfies

Hom(^, R(p)) = 0 for eachp g P.

Proof. First fix p g P and define a2(p),.. .,a,(p). In order to simplify notation,

the p is omitted by replacing R(p) with R and Oj(p) with ay.

Let x,,...,xm be a maximal linearly independent subset of R. The p-adic

completion R of R has a basis over Z*, say

5 = Z;Jl©  ■••©Z*y„.

Identifying 5 as a Zp-submodule of 5, the elements xk are represented by

n

(!) ** = £ PwJ/, Pt/ G z/.
/=1

Choose a2 = a2(p),... ,a, = ar(p) G Zp* \pZp, algebraically independent over

Q(Pkl;k = l,...,m;l= \,...,n) Q Kp

and form the group A according to Lemma 2.

It remains to show that Hom(^, R(p)) = 0 for each p G P. Again, write R =

R(p), Oj=Oj(p) and ay(e) = Oj(p, e). Each homomorphism <b: A -> R is de-

termined by the images of z,,... ,z,; there is some a G Z with a^>: /I —> 5 and

(ii) z;*=L« jkxk'

where a^ g Z . It may be assumed that a = 1, since a<f> = 0 forces 0 = 0. By the

definition of A,

pe\[zx + a2(e)z2+  ••■ + ct,(í>)z,]*|,

so

k = l

aik +  L a>(^)»y*
7 = 2
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where divisibility holds in R. Hence the right side converges to 0 as e -» oo.

Substituting (I), we obtain

m n I t \

£ £ «i* + £ °jajk  Pkly, = 0

and

T,aikPkt+  £(   E«mPa/I", = 0        (/=!,...,«).
A = l / = 2 \A = I

The algebraic independence of the a, yields

m

L <*jkPki = ° (J = !,••■,*;/= !,...,«).
ft-l

Multiplying on the right by v, and summing up over /, we get

o = £ £ ^p^,

A:=l

Thus 0 = 0, as desired.

£ «,***-*/ (/'= 1.....0-

Theorem. Lei G be a torsion-free abelian group of finite rank, say rank G = / — 1,

and assume that G contains neither a free nor a divisible summand. Then there exists a

torsion-free group A with rank A = t satisfying:

(\)E(A)=Z.

(2) For each n g Z \ {0}, there is an epimorphism ß: A -* G/nG.

(3) Each subgroup of A of rank < t - 1 is free.

(4) Hom(G, A) = Hom(A, G) = 0.

Proof. For a set P of primes, let D(P) denote the p-divisible part of G, i.e.

D(P) = (g g G: pe|g for all p g 5, e g A). The first goal is to find finitely many

primes px,...,pm, associated with sets P0 = 0, Pj = {p^.Pm — {Pi,---,p„,},

and groups R(px),...,R(pm), such that the following conditions hold:

(1') For all k g (1;...; m}, R(pk) isp^-local, reduced and with rank > 1.

(2')IfO< k<m-l,

Z(Pk + x) ® D(Pk) = R(Pk + x) © [Z(Pk + x) ® .D(5, + 1)].

(3')£>(5m) = 0.

The construction is by induction. To begin with, set P0 = 0 and D(P0) = G. Now

assume that px,... ,pk, as well as the corresponding groups R(px),.. .,R(pk) have

been found. If D(Pk) = 0, we are done. Otherwise, there is a prime pk + x £ Pk such

that D(Pk) is not divisible by pk + x, since G contains no divisible subgroup. With

Pk+X = Pk.U {pk + x), the group D(Pk + x) induces a decomposition Z(5A + 1)®

Z)(5A.) = R(Pk + x) © [Zi?^,) ® Z)(5A + 1)] where R(pk + 1) is pA + 1-local, reduced,

and of rank ^ 1. Since the group G has finite rank and rank D(Pk + x) < rank D(Pk)

for all k, there exists an m g N such that D(Pm) = 0.
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Construct A according to Lemma 3, with respect to the groups R(pk), k g

[l;...; m}. The assertions (1) and (3) hold by Lemma 2. Assertion (2) is an

immediate consequence, since G/peG is isomorphic to a subgroup of (Z/peZ)'~1.

Furthermore, Lemma 2 shows that Hom(G, A) = 0: G has no free summands, and

rank G = t - 1. On the other hand, if <p: A ~* G is a homomorphism, then by the

construction of A, A* <z[Z(Px) ® D(PX)]C\ G = D(PX). Induction yields A* ç

D(Pk), k = l,...,m. SoA* = 0, as desired.

Proof of Theorem A. Since the cancellation property is preserved by direct

summands, it is valid for C. The group C can be expressed as a direct sum of a

divisible group D and a reduced group H: C = D © H. The group H has cancella-

tion and satisfies the hypothesis of the above theorem. Lemma 1 implies that for

each n g Z\ {0}, every unit of E(H)/nE(H) lifts to a unit of E(H), and a routine

calculation shows that this lifting property extends to E(C).

Proof of Theorem B. By Theorem A and the introductory remarks, it only needs

to be shown that (2) implies (3). But this follows from D. M. Arnold [1, Corollary

8.5.b, p. 92].
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